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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects
of word study and word enrichment techniques on the rate of
learning to read in Grade one.
The child’s rate of learning is an important problem
to all teachers. Little is yet known about the rate of
learning of primary grade children. The writer hopes to
contribute to some understanding of the problem.
Thus the study proposes:
1, To compare the effectiveness of teaching
words through word study and word enrichment,
2, To discover the -effect of mental age on
learning rate.
5 . To discover any sex differences in the
learning rate as measured in this study.
Ij., To discover success in reading in relation
to the learning rate scores.
©;i^ eJjsi 1^.70 o.1 i:s aln^ ‘io ecoqixiQ
'to ojjy'i eii^ no aci/x^in^io^J * ci^HLclol-njo r^Kw /)nn i!;hx ;Ja 'jorv, *K'
. nc on-’^o fr.t. 5iiOo: c.':' n. ©X
r.olco'iq on^^ii'iocr;::^ ns eX giilirijcijl I'-' a'rXX -o or*jT
lo €iiU :iooc-= rrv/on>I si IXs o,‘t
, ocT avqofi or*i . '©‘iMj-iio yssclaq '‘‘o yilniP eX
.jiClXc-iq er't: “ic ' Oi'i.c,! oX Cvj^Ji*ijnoo
:aoacoo7Q
gnl-Xo'-^^si “io :.j-enovict oolifc erfi e-if.u .oo o'!
.tii©a>rtolnno on.ov/ djib -^bols b’low sii7o*v
no ogs l£of:ei.: ‘ic :? ool'lo or: a ‘i©\'ooex6 oT .
.©;tjc‘i 5nIi-T;ooX
tfiJ nl soon^'ial'ilX? X3?. ‘•.evroalL
alrCd nX btJ-'ixiSfi&r. bo ©lo*i gxilii'isel
ncId-sXoi nl j^nlbs-’n; nl seoocra -lovoostf) o? . ,i
«•
.
.ae^iooe ojis'i v.nlii'rc’oX oifjt o;t
CHAPTER I
SUIvUi/[ARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

SUIVLMARY OP PREVIOUS RESEARCH
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Reading is an important subject in the school curriculum
and has received much attention and study, O’Brien^ stresses
the importance of reading. Since reading is one of the tool
subjects in the elementary school, it follows that if the
!
child’s interpretation of the printed symbols is imperfect,
the approach to the other subjects in the elementary curriculum
' which are dependent on this ability will be made very difficult.
I
Studies have been made, however, in relation to learn-
ing and retention, and various types of materials have been
p
used. Ebbinghaus, I885
,
studied the problem of the relation
I
I
of retention to the speed of learning. Using himself as a
subject, he learned nonsense and meaningful material. He
preferred the nonsense syllables to words because of their
,
relative simplicity.
1 John A. O’Brien, Reading
.
Its Psychology and Pedagogy
(New York: Century Company, 1926)7
2 Herman Ebbinghaus, Memory (Contribution to Experiment-
al Psychology, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers’
College, Columbia University, 1915)> P*25*
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Henderson,^ 190 ^, conducted an experiment on connected
trains of thought with 212 subjects ranging from elementary
to college students.
Pyle,^ in studying senior and graduate college
students used easy prose passages on nature study. He found
that the most rapid learners showed the highest percentage
of retention.
Gates, > 1918 # gave nonsense syllables and connected
sense material in the form of biographies to 299 pupils of
grades 5 to 8.
Meek,^ 1929 > In ”A Study of Learning and Retention
in Young Children,” used words with kindergarten groups rang-
ing in age from four years to six years of age.
The aijove research reveals that the learning of meaning-
ful material is more successful than learning of nonsense
material, and that the effectiveness of the manner of
presenting the material is relative.
1 E.W. Henderson, ”A Study of Memory for Connected
Trains of Thought,” Psycholo,-;ical Review
.
Monograph Supplement
.
Vol. V, No.6,Decemoer, 1905.
2 Vyilliam H. Pyle, "hetention as Related to Repetition,”
Journal of Educational Psycholo/j;:: .2 ; 511-521 . June, I9II.
5 Arthur I. Gates
,
"Correlations of Immediate and Delaye I
Recall,” Journal of Educational Psychology
. 9: [).89-i4-98 , November
,
1918.
Ji Lois H. i/ieek, A Study of Learning and Retention in
Young Children (Teachers'' Co'lle^ Contributions to nOucatTon,
No.l6i|-. Nev/ York: Teachers ' College , Columbia University,
I
921 )
,
p. 86.
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The differences in rates of learning among first grade
children have been evident for some time. Murphy^ in her
study constructed short tests of rate of learning to perceive
words. Fifty first grade children were used in this experiment
She found that six weeks of exercise in discrimination of word
elements in context nearly tripled the learning rate. The
mean number of words learned by the experimental group was 5*2
as compared to 2.7 for the control group. The critical ratio
was 4.1 v/hich showed a statistically significant difference
in favor of the experimental group.
Murphy^ had experimented with ’’learning rate" tests in
her own teaching experience in the first grade, for over a
period of years, and had found them valuable in grouping the
children for teaching.
iViurphy and Junkins ^ say:
The rate of learning to read is not correlated
perfectly with mental ability. The fact that many
children of normal mentality and good sensory equip-
ment fail to make normal progress in reading suggests
that there are special, abilities v/hich affect the
learning rate. Two such special abilities appear to
be auditory and visual discrimination of word elements.
1 Helen A. Murphy, "Evaluation of Exercises for Develop
ing Auditory Discrimination in Beginning Reading," (unpublished
Master’s thesis, Boston University, School of Education, Boston,
2 Helen A. Murphy, "Providing For Individual Needs in
Primary Reading," a xaonOf^raph on pan.^ua^e Arts
.
(No.I|.0. New
York: Row» Peterson and Company,
I
94I4.) .pp.i4.- 5 .
5 Helen A Murphy, and Katherine M.Junkins, "increasing
the Rate of Learning in First Grade Reading," Education
.
62:57“59> September, 194l«
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5In a study to determine the rate of learning in Grades
one and two as measured hy three types of checks: (1) word-
picture identification, (2) identification of word pronounced,
and (5) tachistoscopic on words presented alternately by word
analysis and word meaning, Lewis^ indicated that the difference
betv/een the two methods was not statistically significant.
She makes the following statement:
The difference: between the v/ord-pic ture identi-
fication check and uhe identification of word pronounced
was statistically significant. However, the difference
between the word picture identification check and
tachistoscopic check was not statistically significant.
The difference, nevertheless, between the identification
of word pronounced and tachistoscopic checks in grades
one and two was statistically significant.
2
Thompson in a study of the enrichment versus the
analysis method of teaching first grade children reading,
indicates the enrichment method was best for immediate recall
for primer and first reader, v;hile the word analysis method
was better for delayed response.
1 Vera M. Lewis, ’’The Rate of Learning in Grades One
and Two as Measured from Word Analysis Versus Word Meaning,”
(unpublished Master’s thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, Boston, 19^2),
2 Louise E. Thompson, "The Enrichment Versus the
Analysis Method of Teaching First Grade Reading," (unpublished
Master’s thesis, Boston University, School of Education,
Boston, 19^4-0 ) .
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Farr“ constructed tests to measure
in reading for first grade children. Two
fication and (b) Picture were designed to
the rate of learning.
She found the following;
the rate of
checks: (a)
measure and
6
learning
Identi-
evaluate
iviore words were retained when seven words were taught
than when five v/ords were taught. More words were learned
when ten words were taught than when seven words were
taught. The difference between the five and ten word
tests was very large. No conclusions can be drawn con-
cerning the relative difference of the Picture Check or
the Identification Check.
The Manner of Presentation
Word Study
2Depuby analyzed the possiule clues in v/ord recognition
and concluded the following:
Word perception depends to a large extent upon the
ability to select certain characteristics of a word by
which it may be recognized, the characteristics used to
identify the words frequently varying with the situation
in which the word occurs. The ability to recognize words
by such characteristics as length, general configuration,
the peculiar shape of a letter, and the like, depends
upon the formation of certain perceptual habits.
1 Carol V. Farr, "Construction and Evaluation of Tests
of Rate of Learning in Reading for Children in the First Grade,"
(unpublished Master’s thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, Boston, 1942), pp
.
51-52.
2 Erby C. Deputy, Predicting First -Grade Reading
A.chievement (Teachers* College Contrioutions to Education, No .426
New York: Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1950), P* !•
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Gates^ says, "Most good readers have a quick eye for the
general length and shape of word-form.”
2Donnelly reports;
One fundamental ability which all pupils must
develop in learning to read is word recognition. The
problem, then, of the first tv/o grades is to help
pupils to attach meanings to printed symbols, and to
associate the familiar oral form of words with the new
visual form. 'I'ord recognition is extremely important
because of the pupil’s reading rate and comprehension are
determined by his ability to recognize words.
Word Enrichment
Brooks^ states:
Learning to read is forming connections betv/een
visual and oral symbols and certain meanings, v/hereas
reading itself is reviving the meanings which have
been attached to the symbols and combining them so as
to comprehend the sentence or paragraph. . From
experience v/e acquire a stock of meanings correspond-
ing to the various phases of our environment and thus
come to understand our surroundings. Two phases of
meaning are significant in reading; namely, attaching
meanings to words, and comprehending the thought of
sentences and paragraphs.
1 Arthur I Gates, New Methods in Primary Reading (New
York; Bureau of Publications, Teachers’ College, Columbia
University, 1928 ) , p. 15»
2 Helen E. Donnelly, "Study in Word Recognition Skills
in Grade One,” (unpublished i^aaster’s thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, Boston, 1952), p.ll.
5 Fowler D. Brooks, Applied Psychology of Reading (New
York; D. Appleton and Company, 192b)'i p
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McKee^ says, ’*It is evident that the most fundamental
task in the development of an adequate reading vocabulary is
the building of many accurate concepts, or meanings, in the
child’s mind.”
p
Durrell says, ”lWord meaning is basic.” Without word
meaning the child cannot understand what he is reading. He
further states, ’’Learning and retention are enhanced by a rich
experience with the meaning of each word.”^
As the child grows older the scope of his experiences
increases, and he acquires a larger stock of meanings.
The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education states, ’’Vocabulary training must
k
consist of a coherent, progre'^sive program of work.”^
1 Paul McKee, ’’Vocabulary Development,” Thirty-Sixth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Part I, 1957, pp. 27ti-279.
2 Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Heading
Abilities (New York; World Book Company, 19I1-O ) , p . lo2.
5 Ibid., p. 163 .
I). Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education , Part I, 1925^ P*77«
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McKee^further states
;
Since one’s concepts are the source of meaning in
reading, and since the character of the understanding
that one achieves in reading is determined hy the rich-
ness and accuracy of his concepts, it is evident that
the most f\mdamental task in the development of an
adequate reading vocabulary is the building of many
accurate concepts, or meanings, in the child’s mind.
The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National i^ociety
for the Study of Education further states, ’’Words differ
greatly among themselves as to the shades of meaning which
they convey in different contexts. The same word may also
have many meanings."^
Durrell states, "The pronunciation and meaning of a
word are not useful for reading unless the word’s form is
remembered. Vi/ord meaning and word recognition are closely
interrelated in the reading program."
1 Paul IvicKee, Thirty -Sixth Yearbook of the i^’^at ional
Society for the Study of Education , pp. 278-279.
2 Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education
,
pT 7^
•
5 Donald Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading;
Abilities
,
p. 165 .
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McKee^ tells us;
Effective techniques for word perception must
be developed to enable the pupils;
1. To learn new words when they are first
encountered or introduced by the teacher
in order to develop a reading vocabulary.
2. To work out the full recognition and
pronunciation of words that cannot be
recognized instantly at sight during
reading.
5 . To recognize familiar or previously
studied words with increasing ease,
speed, and accuracy during reading.
The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook further states, "All enrich-
ment of experience, both v/ithin and without the school, has a
direct influence upon the reading vocabulary. Valuable as is
this source of growth, the school must supplement it with
2
very definite training in order to insure rapid growth."
1 Paul McKee, "Vocabulary Development," Thirty -Sixth
Yearbook of the National Soc iety f or the Study of Education
.
Part I, 1957> p. 289 .
2 Twenty-Phurth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education. Part I, 1925> p.
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Retention has been measured by three methods, recall,
recognition, and relearning. Ebbinghaus^ used relearning.
Although Fyle^ used recall as a measure of measuring retention,
Meek5 used both recall and relearning. Donnell 3r^ used the
recognition method.
1 Herman Ebbinghaus, Memory (Teachers' College
Contributions to Education, Nev/ York: Teachers* College,
Columbia University, 1921)
•
2 William H. Pyle, "Retention as Related to Repetition,”
Journal of Educational Psychology
.
2:511-521, June, 19II.
5 Lois H. Meek, A Study of Learning and Retent j on in
Youn; Children (Teachers' College Contributions to Education.
No. 16I+T New York: Teachers* College, Columbia University,
I
92 I)
,
14. Helen E. Donnelly, "Study in Word Recognition Skills
in Grade One," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, Boston, 1952).9
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT

PLAN OF THE EXPEl^IIvENT
This study was undertaken to determine the effect of
word study and word enrichment techniques on the rate of
learning in reading in Grade one.
In this study learning rate is used to mean the
number of words the child can remember as sight words one
hour after the teaching period,^ In the word study technique
the children’s attention was directed to the visual appearance
of the word form. The word enrichment technique consisted
of presenting all possible meanings of a v;ord with no mention
of the v/ord form.
The details for planning the experiment involved:
1. Selection of twenty-four v/ords in the speaking
vocabulary of first grade children which had
not been taught in the first grade reading.
2. Arrangement of these words into three groups
with eight words in each.
5 . Preparation of materials for the experiment.
I|.. Conducting the experiment.
1 Helen A Murphy, ”An Evaluation of the Effect of
Specific Exercises for Auditory and Visual Discrimination on
Beginning Reading, ” (unpublished Doctor’s 'Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, Boston, 19l|-5)> P* 21.
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Selection and Arrang;ement of Material
Twenty-four words v/ere selected from the International
Kindergarten Union Vocabulary List,^ which could be taught by
either method. The words were checked against the words
2
common to the basal readers and the supplementary readers I
I
used in the school system where the experiment was to be givenJj
so that the writer would be sure that the words v/ould be new '
to the children.
The twenty-four words selected were of different
lengths. For example: chest and g;rasshoooer
. Some of the
words were colorful and easy to enrich as flowerpot and
whiskers . The word electricity was a more difficult word to
give meaning. The twenty-four vrords were divided into three
groups of eight words each.
1 Child Study Committee of International Kindergarten
Union: A Study of the Vocabulary of Children before Knterin;^
the First Grade
.
Vyashington, D.C., 1928
.
2 William 8. Gray and May Hill Arbuthnot, Basic Readers
Book One, (Revised edition, New York: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 19^0*
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Table I shows the twenty-four selected words and the
groups in which they were studied.
TABLE I
WORDS AND liETHODS OF PRESENTATION
GROUP SCHOOL WORD STUDY WORD ENRICHiVLSNT
I A dandelion
haystack
ladder
sprinkle
caterpillar
v/hiskers
square
propeller
B caterpillar
whiskers
square
propeller
dandelion
haystack
ladder
sprinkle
II A dentist
icicles
bulbs
circus
flowerpot
pasteboard
thimble
alligator
B flowerpot
pasteboard
thimble
alligator
dentist
icicles
bulbs
circus
III A electricity
lantern
apartment
orchestra
paddle
biscuit
chest
grasshopper
B paddle
biscuit
chest
grasshopper
electricity
lantern
apartment
orchestra
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The Subjects for the .iixperlment
One hundred and twenty- two boys and girls in the
six first grades of a small residential town in Central
Massachusetts were used in the study. Table II gives the
mean chronological and mental ages of the total population
in months
;
TABLE II
ivIEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND iviENTAL AGES
OF THE total POPULATION
Mean
C.A. I
79.25 1 S.D. : 6.10 \
Mean
1 M.A. j
87.56 ! S.D, 15.48
The chronological ages ranged from 67 to 101 months
with a mean chronological age of The mental ages
ranged from 60 to 120 months with a mean mental age of 87*5^
The findings indicate that this group is above average
mentally.
Preparation of Material
1 . The words were printed by a printing press in
lower case letters, 5/4 inch in size, in
black ink on 5” ^ 9" flash cards.
The complete set of words may be found in
the Appendix.
2 . The check sheets were made before the experiment
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was given. They were used an hour after the teach-
ing period to check the number of words that each
child knew. The sheet indicated which words in the
group of eight each child recognized. A check
sheet may be found in the Appendix.
5 . The pictures used varied in size from large to
small. They were obtained from magazines, and books.
Some of the pictures were colored and others were
not. These pictures were used to enrich the words.
The pictures may be found in the Appendix.
Plan of Experiment
The Pintner-Cunningham Primary Intelligence Test
1 2Form B and the Detroit Word Recognition Test Form B for
Primary Grades were both given and scored by the writer. The
examiner gathered the data the last week in January. These
tests were administered in the regular classrooms in the group.
The teaching period for each group of eight words was
twenty minutes; the first ten minutes were used in introducing
the words, and the second ten minutes were used for giving
many practices. One hour after the teaching period, each child
was tested individually with flash cards to determine the
number of words retained. The score was considered as his
learning rate.
1 Published by Viiorld Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York: 1959*
2 Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York: 192^.
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The words vjere taught in three groups in each grade.
The grouping for purposes of the experiment was based on those
used by the classroom teacher in her daily reading period.
The children in the groups varied in number from six to
fourteen. Identical procedures v/ere followed in all groups.
Each group of eight words was taught to two different
first grades. In order to care for the possible differences
in difficulty the four words which were taught by enrichment
in one school v/ere taught by word study in the other.
Belov/ is a sample lesson teaching the eight words of
Group I to School A by the word study and word enrichment
techniques
.
GROUP SCHOOL WORD STUDY WORD EMRIClLuJcI^^T
I A dandelion caterpillar
haystack whiskers
ladder square
sprinkle propeller
The v/ord dandelion was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters, and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word dandelior
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word dandelion. Each child
individually pronounced the word and at the same time
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framed the word on the board with his hands and read it
Next the word haystack was printed on the board. It
was pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced
the word. Attention v/as called to the general appearance of
the v/ord; the beginning letter is tail and has a seat on it;
it has a letter with a tail;and a letter with a cross; and the
word is long.
The children were instructed to study the word haystack
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word hays tack . Each child
individually pronounced the word haystack and at the same
time framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word ladder was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronoimced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters above the line.
The children were instructed to study the word ladder
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word ladder . Each child
individually pronounced the word ladder and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word sprinkle was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
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The children were instructed to study the word sprinkle
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
j
flash card with the printed v/ord sprinkle . Each child '
individually pronounced the word sprinkle and at the same
time framed the word on the board v;ith his hands and read it.
The v;ord caterpillar was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
v/ord caterpillar . The examiner shov/ed the flash card with
the printed word caterpillar and each child individually
pronounced the word. The examiner enriched the word with as
much meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
”What do you know about a caterpillar?”
Responses: ”A caterpillar is a furry animal;” ’’crawls;”
’’long and narrow;” ’’see them in the Fall;” or ’’turns into moths
in the Spring.”
The examiner showed pictures of caterpillars illustrat-
ing the complete life cycle from caterpillar to moth. As the
word caterpillar was spoken, the examiner shov/ed the flash
i
card and the children pronounced the word. I
The word whiskers was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word whiskers . The examiner showed the flash card with the
j
printed word whiskers and each child individually pronounced
I - -
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the word. The examiner enriched the v/ord vfith as much mean-
ing as possible . through pictures and conversation.
’’Tell me what you know about the word whiskers. '*
Responses: ’’Whiskers on father's face;” ’’whiskers on
the cat;” ’’Santas whiskers.” ’’Beard and mustache - other names
for whiskers.”
The examiner showed pictures of the various kinds of
whiskers. As the word whiskers was spoken, the examiner
showed the flash card and the children pronounced the word.
The word square was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word square . 'The examiner showed the flash card with the
printed word square and each child individually pronounced
the v/ord. The examiner enriched the word square with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
’’Tell me what you know about the word square . ”
Responses: ’’Some boxes are square;” ’’make designs for
art in squares;” ”a central place in a town is sometimes
called a square."
The examiner showed pictures of squares. As the word
square was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card and
the children pronounced the word.
The word propeller was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
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word propeller . The examiner shov/ed the flash card v/ith the
printed word propeller and each child individually pronounced
the word. The examiner enriched the word propeller with as
much meaning as possible through pictures and conversation,
’’Tell me what you know about the word propeller .
Responses; ”0n an airplane;” ’’makes the plane go
fast;” ”my brother is a flyer and he has one on his plane.”
”We have a propeller on our motor boat.”
The examiner shov;ed pictures of all kinds of propellers
As the word propeller was spoken, the examiner showed the
flash card and the children pronounced the word.
As each new word v/as introduced, reviev/ of the others
was given by asking the different children to find the v/ord
on the board and read it. Many practices were given to
individual children by matching the cards to the words on the
board when they were told what the word said. Finally the
children were tested with flash cards on all eight words,
reading the words together. Each card was numbered to give
equal practice for each word. This teaching period lasted
for twenty minutes.
An hour after the teaching period each child v/as tested
individually by the examiner on his ability to recognize the
eight words and telling the child any word he hesitates on
five seconds and correcting any he miscalls. The number of
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words which he could read from the cards was considered his
learning rate.
The same procedure v/as followed in the other groups of
v/ords .
Below is a sample lesson teaching the eight words
of Group I to School B by the word study and word enrichment
techniques
,
GROUP ^SCHO^L WORD STUDY WORD ENRICHMENT
dandelion
haystack
ladder
sprinkle
The word caterpillar was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
v;ord; the three tall letters, and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word
caterpillar in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
showed the flash card with the printed word caterpillar
.
Each child individually pronounced the word caterpillar
and at the same time framed the v/ord on the board with his
hands and read it.
The word whiskers was printed on the board. It was
I B caterpillar
whiskers
square
propeller
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
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word; the two tall letters, and the length of the word.
The children -were instructed to study the word whiskers
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner shov/ed the
flash card with the printed word whiskers
.
Each child
individually pronounced the word whiskers and at the same
time framed uhe word on the ooard with his hands and read it.
The word square was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
v/ord; the letter with a tail on it; and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word square
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word square . Each child
individually pronounced the word square and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word propeller was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
v/ord; the two tall letter; the two letters v/ith tails below
the line; and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word
propeller in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
shov/ed the flash card v/ith the printed v/ord propeller. Each
child Individually pronounced the word propeller and at the
it
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same time framed the word on the board with his hands and
read it.
The word dandelion was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced
the word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
v;ord dandelion and each child individually pronounced the
word , The examiner enriched the word with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
’’Vtfhat do you know about a dandelion?”
Responses: ”A dandelion is a yellow flower;” ”it
blooms in the Spring;” ”the leaves of the dandelion can be
eaten,
”
The examiner showed a picture of a dandelion . As the
word dandelion was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
The word haystack was printed on the board. It was
pronoLinced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner shov;ed the flash card with the printed
word haystack and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the word haystack with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
”Tell me what you know about the word haystack. ”
Responses: ’’Haystacks are found on farms;” "the
farmer cuts the grass in the summer and puts it in haystacks;”
"cows and horses eat this hay from the haystacks in the
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The examiner showed pictures of haystacics. as the
word haystack was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
The word ladder was printed on the hoard. It was
pronoimced clearly hy the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word ladder and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word ladder with as much meaning as
possible through pictures and conversation.
"Tell me what you know about the word ladder. "
Responses: "People climb up on ladders;" "a fireman
and a painter use ladders to climb up on buildings with."
"a ladder has sticks going across it so you can put your feet
on each step."
The examiner showed pictures of ladders. As the word
ladder v/as spoken, the examiner showed the flash card and the
children pronounced the word.
The word sprinkle was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
v/ord sprinkle and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word sprinkle with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
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’’Tell me what you know about the word sprinkle. ”
Responses: ’’When it is just beginning to rain, we say
it is sprinkling out;" "we sprinkle flowers with a watering
can.
"
The examiner shov/ed pictures of the word sprinkle
.
As the word sprinkle was spoken, the examiner shov;ed the
flash card and the children pronounced the word.
The same procedure was follov/ed in this group of eight
words as was followed in Group I iSchool A words.
Below is a sample lesson teaching the eight words of
Group II to School A by the word study and word enrichment
techniques
.
GROUP SCHOOL WORD STUDY WORD ENRIGHi/iLNT
II A dentist flov/erpot
icicles pasteboard
bulbs thimble
circus alligator
The word dentist was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention v;as called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters ;one v;ith a basket before it;;and
two tall letters with crosses.
The children were instructed to study the word dentist
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word dentist. Each child
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individually pronounced the word dentist and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The v/ord icicles was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
v/ord: one tall letter^and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word icicles
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word icicles
.
Each child
individually pronounced the word Icicles and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word bulbs v/as printed on the board. It v/as
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
v/ord. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters^ and the shortness of the word.
The children were Instructed to study the word bulbs
in order to form a visual picture. 'The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word bulbs . Each child individual]
pronoimced the word bulbs and at the same time framed the
v/ord on the board with his hands and read it.
The word circus was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: all small letters^ and the shortness of the word.
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The children were instructed to study the word circus
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word circus . Each child
individually pronounced the word circus and at the same time
framed the v;ord on the board with his hands and read it.
The word flowerpot was printed on the board, it was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. i’he examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word f loY/erpot and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the word flowerpot with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
"What do you know about a flowerpot?”
Responses; "Flowers grov/ in flowerpots;" "are made out
of pottery;" "they are put on the window sills in school with
plants in them."
The examiner showed pictures of flowerpots. As the
word flowerpot was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
The word pasteboard was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. I’he examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word pasteboard and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the word with as much meaning as
possible through pictures and conversation.
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”What do you know about pasteboard?"
Responses; "Cartons are made out of pasteboard;"
"cracker boxes and signs are also made out of pasteboard;"
"pasteboard is a rather stiff paper or cardboard."
The examiner showed a picture of pasteboard. As the
word pasteboard was spoken, the examiner showed the flash
card and the children pronounced the word.
The word thimble was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced
the word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word thimble and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the v/ord thimble with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
"What do you know about a thimble?"
Responses; "A thimble is what my mother wears on her
finger when she sews to keep the needle from hurting her;"
"it has a hole on one side to put your finger in."
The examiner showed pictures of thimbles. As the
word thimble was spoken, the examiner shov;ed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
The word alliAator was printed on the board. It v/as
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word alligator and each child individually pronounced the
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word. The examiner enriched the word allip;ator with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
”What do you know about an alligator?”
Responses; ”An alligator is a long animal that lives
in the South;” ”he has a hard skin and lives in the water;”
”he has a large mouth.”
The examiner showed a picture of an alligator. As the
word alligator was spoken, the examiner shov/ed the flash
card and the children pronounced the word.
Below is a sample lesson on teaching the eight words
of Group II to School B by the word study and word enrichment
techniques
.
GROUP SCHOOL WORD STUDY WORD ENRICHaiENT
II B flov:erpot dentist
pasteboard icicles
thimble bulbs
alligator circus
The word flowerpot was printed on the board. It v;as
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters; one with a tail, and another
with a cross.
The children were Instructed to study the word
flowerpot in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
showed the flash card with the printed v/ord flov/erpot. Each
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child individually pronounced the word flowerpot and at the
same time framed the word on the board with his hands and
read it.
The word pasteboard was printed on the board. It v/as
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters , and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word
pasteboard in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
shoT/ed the flash card with the printed word pasteboard . Each
child individually pronounced the word pasteboard and at the
same time framed the word on the board with his hands and
read it
.
The word thimble was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the four tall letterSj and the length of the word.
The children v/ere instructed to study the word thimble
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner shov;ed the
flash card with the printed word thimble . Each child
individually pronounced the word thimble and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word alli,:.;ator was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
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word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters; one with a tail below the line,
and the length of the word.
The children v/ere instructed to study the word
alligator in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
showed the flash card with the printed word alligator . Each
child individually pronounced the word alligator and at the
same time framed the v/ord on the board with his hands and
read it.
The word dentist was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner shov/ed the flash card with the printed
word dentist and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the word dentist with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
’’V.'hat do you know about a dentist?”
Responses: ”A dentist is a man who pulls your teeth
out when they ache;” ”the dentist tells us to brush our teeth
three times a day to keep them white,”
The examiner showed pictures of a dentist. As the
word dentist was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
The word icicles was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced
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the word. The examiner showed the flash card with the print-
ed word icicles and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the word icicles with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
”What do you know about icicles?”
Responses: ’’Icicles are found outdoors when it is real
cold;” ’’are made out of hard ice;” ’’they harg from roofs,”
The examiner shov/ed a picture of icicles. As the word
icicles was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card and
the children pronounced the word.
The word oulos was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner shov/ed the flash card with the printed
word bulbs and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word bulbs with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
’’Tell me what you knov/ about bulbs.”
Responses: ”A light bulb;” ”a Christmas tree bulb;”
”a bulb that grows in the groimd,”
The examiner shovifed pictures of bulbs. As the word
bulbs v/as spoken, the examiner showed the flash card and the
children pronounced the v/ord.
The word circus was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
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v/ord. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
v/ord circus and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word circus with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
”\'Vhat do you know about a circus?”
Responses: ”At the circus we see clowns and elephants;”
” a circus is held in a big tent;” ”at a circus v;e see all
kinds of tricks.”
The examiner showed pictures of a circus. As the
word circus was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
Below is a sample lesson on teaching the eight v/ords
of Group III to Bchool A by the word study and word enrichment
techniques
.
GROUP SCHOOL V^ORD ST^JDY WOifD ENRICHI/lENT
III A electricity paddle
lantern biscuit
apartment chest
orchestra grasshopper
The word electricity was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by, the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the three tall letters, and the length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word
electricity in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
,
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showed the flash card with the printed word electricity .
Each child individually pronounced the v/ord electricity and
at the same time framed the word on the hoard with his hands
and read it.
The word lantern was printed on the board. -i-t was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: two tall letter; one with a cross; and the length
of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word lantern
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed v/ord lantern . Each child
individually pronounced the word lantern and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word apartment was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the two tall letters with crosses; it has one letter
with a tail; and the word is long.
The children v/ere instructed to study the word
apartment in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
showed the flash card with the printed v/ord apartment
. Each
child individually pronounced the word apartment and at the
same time framed the word on the board with his hands and
read it.
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The word orchestra was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word; the two tall letters; one v/ith a seat, and the other
with a cross* and the word is long.
The children v/ere instructed to study the word
orchestra in order to form a visual picture. The examiner
showed the flash card with the printed word orchestra . Each
child individually pronounced the word orchestra and at the
same time framed the v;ord on the board with his hands and
read it.
The word paddle was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word paddle and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word oaddle with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
'*What do you know about a paddle?"
Responses; "A paddle is used to make a canoe go;" "you
have two paddles for a canoe;" "it is a long piece of wood
with a funny half-shaped piece of wood at the bottom and this
is put into the v/ater when you are paddling the canoe."
The examiner showed pictures of paddles. As the word
paddle was spoken, the examiner shov/ed the flash card and
the children pronoujiced the word
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The word biscuit was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card v/ith the printed
|
word biscuit and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the v/ord biscuit with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation,
”What do you know about the v;ord biscuit ?”
Responses: ”A biscuit is a food;” ”we eat biscuits with
every meal;” ’’mother makes biscuits instead of bread;” ’’they
are made out of flour.”
The examiner shov/ed a picture of a biscuit, as the
word biscuit was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word.
The word chest was printed on the board. It v/as
pronoxmced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word chest and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the v/ord chest with as much meaning as
possible through pictures and conversation.
”What do you know about the vt^ord chest ?”
Responses: ”A chest is where mother keeps blankets and
sheets;” ” a cedar chest;” ’’chest on your own body.”
The examiner showed pictures of the various kinds
of chests. As the word chest was spoken, the examiner
showed the flash card and the children pronounced the word.
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The word grasshopper v;as printed on the board, it was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word grasshopper and each child individually pronounced the
word. The examiner enriched the word grasshopper with as
much meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
"Viihat do you know aoout a grasshopper?”
Responses: ”A grasshopper can hop and Jump;” ”he has
long legs;” ”he has a pair of v/ings;” ”some grasshoppers
are brovm and others are green.”
The examiner showed a picture of a grasshopper. As
the word grasshopper was spoken, the examiner showed the flash
card and the children pronounced the word.
Below is a sample lesson on teaching the eight words
of Group III to School B by the word study and word enrichment
techniques
.
GROUP SCHOOL '^vORD STUDY WORD ENRIGHIvCENT
III B paddle electricity
biscuit lantern
chest apartment
grasshopper orchestra
The word paddle was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
v/ord: the three tall letters; the beginning letter v/ith a
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with a tail; and the length of the v;ord.
The children were instructed to study the v;ord paddle
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner shov/ed the
flash card with the printed word paddle , Each child
individually pronounced the word paddle and at the same time
framed the v/ord on the board with his hands and read it.
The word biscuit was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. Attention v/as called to the general appearance of the
word: the two tall letters^ and the length of the v;ord.
The children v/ere instructed to study the word biscuit
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner shov/ed the
flash card with the printed word biscuit
.
Each child
individually pronounced the word biscuit and at the same time
framed the word on the board with his hands and read it.
The word chest v;as printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronoimced the
word. Attention was called to the general appearance of the
word: the two tall letters; one with a seat, and the other
with a cross.
The children were instructed to study the word chest
in order to form a visual picture. The examiner showed the
flash card with the printed word chest . Each child
individually pronounced the word chest and at the same time
framed the word on the board v/ith his hands and read it.
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The word grasshopper was printed on the hoard. It was
pronounced clearly hy the examiner; the class pronounced the
v/ord . itttention v/as called to the general appearance of the
word: the three letters with tails; one with a seat; and the
length of the word.
The children were instructed to study the word
grasshopper in order to form a visual picture, 'Ihe examiner
showed the flash card with the printed word grasshopper . Each
child individually pronounced the word grasshopper and at the
same time framed the word on the hoard with his hands and
read it.
The word electricity was printed on the hoard. It was
pronounced clearly hy the examiner; the class pronounced the
v/ord. I'he examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word electricity and each child individually pronounced the
v/ord. The examiner enriched the word electricity with as much
meaning as possible through pictures and conversation.
"Hthat do you know about electricity ?
Responses: ’’When we put our lights on we are using
electricity;” ” a great deal of electricity is used at night
in our homes and in other buildings.”
The examiner showed pictures of the word electricity
.
As the word electricity was spoken, the examiner showed the
flash card and the children pronounced the word.
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The word lantern was printed on the board, it was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner showed the flash card with the printed
word lantern and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word lantern with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
”What do you know about a lantern?”
Responses: ”We use lanterns at night to give us light;"
"some farmers use lanterns in the barn;" "they are also used
on sleighs in the winter."
The examiner showed pictures of lanterns. As the word
lantern v/as spoken, the examiner showed the flash card and the
children pronounced the word.
The word apartment was printed on the board, ft was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
v;ord. The examiner shov*'ed the flash card with the printed
word apartment and each child individually pronounced the word.
The examiner enriched the word apartment with as much meaning
as possible through pictures and conversation.
"What do you know about an apartment?"
Responses: "An apartment is where people live;" "there
are two or three rooms in an apartment;" "there are buildings
with apartments in them.."
The examiner showed pictures of apartments. As the
word apartment was spoken, the examiner showed the flash card
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and the children pronounced the word.
The word orchestra was printed on the board. It was
pronounced clearly by the examiner; the class pronounced the
word. The examiner shov/ed the flash card v/ith the printed
word orchestra and each child individually pronounced the
v/ord. The examiner enriched the word v/ith as much meaning as
possible through pictures and conversation.
’’V'Jhat do you know about an orchestra?”
Responses: "The people in an orchestra play different
instruments such as violins, drums, trumpets, and piano;”
"there is a leader in an orchestra.”
The examiner showed pictures of orchestras. As the
word orchestra was spoken, the examiner shov/ed the flash card
and the children pronounced the word..
The following procedure was used after teaching each
group of eight words
.
As the nev/ word was introduced^, review of the others v;as
given by asking the different children to find the v/ord on the
board and read it. i.iany practices v/ere given to individual
children by matching the cards to the words on the board when
they were told what the word said. Finally the children were
tested with flash cards on all eight words, reading the words
together. Each card was numbered to give equal practice for
each word. This teaching period lasted for tv/enty minutes.
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An hour after the teaching period each child was tested
individually bj the examiner on his ability to recognize the
eight words, telling the child any word he hesitates on five
seconds and correcting any he miscalls. The number of words
which he could read from the cards was considered his learn-
ing rate.
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CHAPTER III
AI'IALYSIS OF DATA
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data were analyzed to study:
1. The effects of v/ord study and word
enrichment techniques on the rate of
learning to read in Grade one,
2. The relationship of mental age and
rate of learning.
5 . Sex differences in the rate of learning.
[|-. The comparison of learning rate and
reading achievement.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
One hundred and twenty-tv/o first grade children v;ere
included in the study. Three groups of eight words v;ere used
in determining the learning rate. The words were taught to
two groups using tv/o different methods, word study and word
enrichment
.
Table III shows the comparison of the rate of learning
by word study and v/ord enrichment in the total population.
TABLE III
COi/xPARISON OP THE RATE OP LEARNING BY Y/ORD STUDY AND WORD
ENHIGHiviENT TEGHNK^UES
Technique No. Mean
.
S.D.
. _ .
f"
S.E.
m
r
Diff
.
m
S.E.
diff.
!
G.R.
;
I
Word
Study
122 2.86 1.12 .101 .20
11
LTn
1
—
1
• 1.57 ^
Word
Enrich-
ment
!
122 2.66
t
1.16 .105
\ . . L__ . . J1 . - — - - .
The mean score for word study presentation is 2.86
compared with 2.66 for word enrichment. The critical ratio
being 1.57 shoves this difference is not statistically
significant. The chances are 80.6Il out of 100 that this is
a true difference in favor of word study.
^
I HSrbfert Soreson, Statistic
and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill
£ f or Students of Psycholo
Book Gompany, I956 ) ,p.5^5
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Differences in Mental Ages
For purposes of this study the high mental age group
was defined as those children whose mental ages v;ere greater
than their chronological ages. The low mental age group
was defined as those children whose mental ages fell below
their chronological ages.
Table IV (A) shows the learning rate of the high
mental age group by the tv/o methods of presentation, v/ord
study and word enrichment.
TABLE IV (A)
COMPARISON OF THE HIGH MENTAL AGE GROUP ON LEARNING RATE
BY WORD STUDY AlID WORD ENRICHMENT TECHNIQUES
Technique No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff
.
m
C.R.
Vvord
Study
95 3.00 1.03 .108 .18 .159 1.13
Vi/ord
Enrich
raent
95 2.82 1.14 .11?
b. . 1 1
The mean learning rate for word study technique with
the high mental age group is 3*00 compared v/ith 2.82 for
word enrichment. The critical ratio being 1.13 shov/s this
difference is not statistically significant. The chances
are 80.6i|. out of 100 that this is a true difference in favor
of v/ord study.
^
1 cit .
I
ITable IV (E) shows the learning rate of the low mental
age group by the two methods of presentation, v/ord study and
word enrichment.
TABLE IV (B)
COJ.IPARISON OF THE LOW HIBNTAL AGE GROUP ON LEARNING RATE
BY WORD STUDY AND WORD ENRICHIvIENT TECHNIQUES
Technique No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff
.
m
S*E.
(iiff
.
C.R.
Word
Study 27 2.29 1.14 .219 .11 . 29k .574
Word
Enrich-
ment
,
27 2.18 1.02 .196
The mean score for word study technique with the lov/
mental age group is 2.29 compared with 2.l8 for word enrich-
ment. The critical ratio being
.574 shov/s this difference
is not statistically significant. The chances are 25.58
of 100 that this is a true difference in favor of word study.
Sex Differences
The data were analyzed for sex differences in relation
to the rate of learning by word study and word enrichment
technique
.
Table V (A) shows the comparison of the rate of learn-
ing by boys and girls using v/ord study technique.
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TABLE V (A)
COMPARISON OF SCORES BY BOYS AilD GIRLS
BY WORD STUDY TECHNIQUE
Groups No.
,
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff
.
S.E. C.R.
m 1 m diff
.
Boys 6k 2.75 1.09 .llj-8 .27 .201 1.3k
Girls 00LTN 5 .00 1.15 .156
—
The mean score for the boys is 2.75 compared with 5*00
for the girls as measured by word study technique. The
critical ratio being 1.5^ shows this difference is not
statistically significant. The chances are 8O.6I1. out of 100
1
that this is a true difference in favor of the girls.
Table V (B) shov/s the comparison of the rate of learn-
ing by boys and girls by the word enrichment technique.
TABLE V (B)
•COl^ARISON OF SCORED BY BOYS AND GIRLS
BY WORD ENRICHMENT TECHNIQUE
Groups
f
" "
,
No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. ^
m dlff .
C.R. «i
1
Boys 61
^ 2.51 1.17 .1I1.6 .52 .215
f I
1.50
1
j
Girls 58 2.85
.1
1.15 .ll}.8
1
The mean score for. the boys is 2.^1 compared with 2.85
for the girls as measured by the word enrichment technique.
1 Op
.
cit .
1
The critical ratio being I.50 shows this difference is not
statistically significant. The chances are 86.6I|. out of 100
1
that this is a true difference in favor of the girls.
Comparison of Reading Achievement with Learning Rate
Table VI shows the comparison of reading achievement
with learning rate. The children who got from words
correct were included in the high learning rate group . The
children who got from 0-I|. words correct were included in the
low learning rate group .
TABLE VI
C 01^ARISON OF READING ACHIEVEIiENT WITH LEARNING RATE
Groups No.
lean
Detroit
Score
S.D. S.E.
m.
Diff
.
m
S.E.
diff.
G.R.
High 85 7.15 • 491 3-46 .516 6.70
Low 57
*
5.67
<
.71*2 .122
1 - - -
' The mean Detroit Viiord Recognition Score for the high
learning rate group is 7*15 compared v/ith 5*87 ^’or the low
learning rate group. The critical ratio being 6.7O shows this
difference is statistically significant.
The correlation between the Detroit V'Jord Recognition
Scores and the rate of learning checks is r .2698, Based on
the absolute scale this v^rould show a very slight positive
correlation.
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CHAPTER IV
SUIvUviARY
CONCLUSIONS
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER Ri:.SEARCH

SmiARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects
of word study and word enrichraent techniques on the rate of
learning to read in Grade one. One hundred and twenty-tvvo
boys and girls in the six first grades in a small residential
town of Central Massachusetts v/ere used in the study. '•‘he
twenty-four words were divided into three groups of eight
words each. Lach group of eight words was taught to two
different first grades. In order to care for the possible
differences in difficulty the four words which were taught
by word enrichment in one school were taught by word study
in the other. Ihe Pintner-Cunningham Intelligence Test
Form B and the Detroit Word Recognition Test Form B for
Primary Grades v/ere given by the writer.
The conclusions obtained from the data were:
1. The difference between the two methods, word
study and v/ord enrichment, was not statistically
significant
.
2. The relationship of mental age and the rate of
1 Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York: 1959*
2 Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York: 1929
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learning of the high mental age group showed that
the difference between the tv/o techniques was
not statistically significant.
5. The relationship of mental age and the rate of
learning of the low mental age group showed that
the difference between the two techniques was
not statistically significant.
14.. A study of the data on comparison of learning
rate by boys and girls in Grade one, using the
word study technique, revealed a difference
which was not statistically significant.
5. A study of the data on comparison of learning
rate by boys and girls in Grade one, using word
enrichment tecimique, revealed a difference
which was not statistically significant.
6
. The data for the comparison of reading achievement
with learning rate showed a difference which was
statistically significant. The mean Detroit
'gVord Recognition score for the high learning
rate group was 7*15 compared with 5 ‘^7 for
low learning rate group. The critical ratio
being 6.7O which was statistically significant.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTRER RESEARCH
1. A further study of the same type on a much larger and
more typical population in order to see v/hether the
results would prove more significant,
2. It would be Interesting to discover which of the two
methods, word study or v/ord enrichment, produced the
greater amount of learning.
5 . A study to reveal the effects of v;ord study and word
enrichment with the recall checked after longer time
intervals than those utilized in the present
investigation.
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PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TESTS: VERBAL SERIES
Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test: Form B
By Rudolf Pixtner, Pii.D.
Professor of Educational Psychology, Teachers College, Columbia University PrilTl.
Bess V. Cunningham, Ph.D.
Professor of Education, University of Toledo
and Walter N. Durost, Ph.D.
Formerly Research Associate, Institute of School Experimentation
Teachers College, Columbia University
For Kindergarten and First and Second Grades
Name
Age years months. Date of birth
. .
.
Grade Teacher
Date of test 19 ...
.
Examiner
/
School
City State .. .
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 21S26 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright 1939 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. paraTEm m u.s.a. poATipatu. ;b-14
Test Score
1
3
4
5
6
7
Total
B
(Verbal)
Chron.
Age
Mental
Age
IQ
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.

Fonn B TEST 1
Tt)tal number right
Continued Page 3

e—

Form B TEST 3 — Continued Page 7
Page 8 TEST 4


a
Page 12 TEST 6 Fonn B
Continued Page 13
Page 14- TEST 6
L
Score
Continued Form B

Page 16 TEST 7 — Continued Form B
• € O •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• o • • •
o • • • •
• •
• •
Score
DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST
By Eliza F. Oglesby, A.M.
Fonnerly Assistant Svipervisor of Reading
Detroit, Michigan
EXAMINATION : FORM B
For Primary Grades
Xame Score
(First name, initial, and last name)
Age last birthday years months
Grade Teacher
School
City Date .
.
chair
baby
dog
nest
a girl running
a bird in a tree
f ^
\ /
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright 1925 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, odwrt : e : B-25
PRINTED IN U.8.A.
This test is copyrigfited. The reproduction oj any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
C A
1 • y '
— X
1
boy
hither
door
10
children
II
bed
1-2
milk
13
horse
14
f2]
Word Rec. Test ; B
a can of corn
a boy eating
corn
a bo\' making
a fire
24
a house for a
bird
25
a bird sleeping
in a tree
a bird flying over
an apple tree
two little balls
19
a fire man
23
a bird under
an apple tree
a white bear
one big ball
IS
a milk man
'>o
some boys and
girls
a black bear
[3]
Word Rec. Test : B
a girl going
into a house
a girl buying
some bread
30
some leaves
on a tree
31
some leaves
on the ground
three children
playing ball
a father with his
three children
34
a girl telling a
boy to come
a boy walking
in the rain
36
a boy walking
up a hill
^ 37
a boy walking
down a hill
3S
a mother singing
to her little girl
a mother gi\dng
her little girl
some water 4o j
s
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U. S. ARMY CURTISS P-4
PURSUIT SHIP
The U. S. Army's new Curfiss
P-40 pursuit ships are all that
the name implies. Equipped
with in-line liquid cooled
engines, they develop un-
heard ot speed, and stream-
lining of design adds to their
quick mobility.
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Mrs. Brown s
House
Bobby’s
House
*1
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—
'PLFASf^
IDetour I
John
Street
Put a line under a word in each story
that makes the story silly.
Betty has a friend who lives
in a hot country where it never
snows or gets cold.
Betty wanted to buy some skates
for her friend’s birthday. So she
bought some ice skates.
Mrs. Brown wanted her baby to go
to sleep for a while every day.
The children made a lot of noise
on their roller skates. So she
asked the children to be more quiet
while the baby was playing.
Mrs. Wood said, want to go
to town. I’ve stood on the corner
a long while, but no car has come.
I wonder if the streetcars have
stopped running.”
Just then a streetcar came along.
Billy wanted some roller skates.
But he did not have enough money
to buy them.
So he said, "I’ll save my pennies.
When I’ve saved enough apples,
I can buy some roller skates
m
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MOTHER’S VALENTINE
We are planting narcissus bulbs.
Each of us will plant one bulb.
We shall put the bulb in a little dish.
Then we shall put pebbles around it.
We shall fill the dish with water.
Soon the bulb will grow.
The bulb is mother’s valentine.
Her valentine will be pretty a long time.
1
t
1

m
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your man in INorth Alrica returns trom
the wars and barges in on a furlough or a dis-
charge, don’t be surprised if he sets down his
bag of post cards and goes immediately out into the
back yard and starts digging a slit trench between the
peony bush and the garage. Let him alone. For many
months life for him depended on the great necessities
—
food, bed and a slit trench. Actually, the list should be
reversed, for when we pull into a new area or pause
anywhere on this continent, the slit trench comes first.
And if your yard happens to be an apartment-house
court, floored with flagstones, it won’t even slow him
up; you should see the rock and limestone we’ve
quarried along the southern shores of the Med-
iterranean.
A slit trench is an oblong-shaped trench, dug in the
ground with small hand shovels and hand picks
entrenching tools—we have lugged from America on
fastened, your
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Iie would do, not in any meanness, but just to
[have a good tale to tell. To hear Mr. God talk, you
I
would think that the Lord had made sure that nothing
Ibut something far-fetched would ever happen to him.
IAnd maybe he was right about that too.
Like I said, I missed him that morning, missed him
I
like you miss the sun which you don’t ever think about
I until it don’t shine. I left the store closed and went
I
to walk. I went by myself because even Pettigrew,
good a friend as he had been to Mr. God, didn’t think
Ilike*"! did, artd couldn’t have comforted me much;
[Pettigrew looked on the whole business sort of
Isorrowful-like. But he had given in to believing maybe
IMr. God had done the killing. And that I couldn’t do.
lOr at least 1 didn’t want to; whenever 1 felt suspicious
lof Mr. God’s innocence, I thought up something to
[keep me busy.
The way I thought up walking that morning. It
i^as the kind of morning he would have liked, a morning
in late August with the first muskadines winy ripe and
the cotton bolls busting before your eyes, almost; I
talked a long way from home looking at the country
round, and there was a coolness dander-sharp in the
lir, a swamp and wood-fire and harvest smell that
minded me more of October than August. The first
3;oldenrod was out, and road ditches were chock with
gentian. Mr. God would have been picking some of
that goldenrod and bringing it up to the store with him
|»nd putting it in a coffee can and pumping water over.
IHe would have set it up and looked at it. “The Lawd
las sho got a green hand, Jeremy,” he would have said.
1“ It’s a plumb pity He can’t seem to make human folks
^row as fine as He does His flower crops.”
I walked clean out to his house and 1 didn’t give a
Liang if the store never opened. I knew that where I
should oughtn be was up there in the musty iail with
Only two people in the whole
countryside knew he was inno-
cent— and one was the odd,
smiling little man on the scaffold.
business saying it, but then it might have gone the
same anyway; there wasn’t a sinner’s chance that a
one of that jury could understand a man going out to
sit in the moonlight. And he never had no other alibi
to give.
I went up to see him the day after the trial was over.
I took him some pickles and crackers and we talked.
I said, “How Are you—are you scared?”
He licked at his pickle and grinned. “You ever hear
the tale about the fellow a drummer tried to sell a book
to? And the fellow said he had a book? Well, that’s
how it is. I’ve lived. I could live some more, but it
ain’t necessary.” Then he bit into the pickle. “ I sho
hope there’s a general store up in heaven, Jeremy. But
I’m gonna feel a plumb fool when I have to watch to
keep my wings out o’ the pickle barrel.” There wasn’t
nothing could stop him talking.
I wish now I hadn’t taken that walk. I wish I had
been down at the jail when it all happened. But I
wasn’t, and it was nigh onto noon by the time I had
lagged my way down to the store, and I didn’t speak
to a living soul that might have told me about what
was happening. In fact, I had been in the store, lone-
some, for more than an hour when they come to tell me.
They all come except the sheriff and Judge Hamil-
Tmd went to ausung me count
I didn’t aim to talk and I didn’t see how they could
feel like it, after watching him hang; for God to take
a man’s life is scaresome enough, but for man to take
it is plumb terrifying. And yet I wanted to hear about
it, and then I didn’t want to. So I just waited.
Then Doc said, “What would you say if Mr. God
was to walk in here?”
I looked at him. “I’d say it ’ud serve you aU right
for deserting him. If he ha’nted you all into heart dis-
ease, it wouldn’t be no more’n you deserve, the way
you done him.”
Old Pettigrew hung his head. Bilbo made a mule
laugh. The rest of them looked right tuck-tail for a
second, and grumbled, and it seemed for a minute
like they was fixing to change the subject quick as a
politician on a stump.
Old Pettigrew moved up to the counter beside Doc.
“I’m ashamed, Jeremy. I oughta knowed aU along
he warn’t guilty. I reckon we all of us really knowed
it, anyhow, but ” He pulled at his nose.
“This is a fine time to know it,” I said. “After he
is in his coffin, dead, and you ” I had to shut
my mouth quick before my voice began to play tricks
on me.
“But he ain’t,” Doc Puckett said. And the whole
bunch of them joined in like a flock of cawing crows.
“Ain’t?” I said. “Ain’t dead?”
He wasn’t. He wasn’t dead. There was a sudden
glory in the day.
He was alive. And even Iran, who had made the
noose and who had a notion about how Mr. God didn’t
weigh enough to hang good, couldn’t make it sound
like anything but a miracle to me.
They all told it to me over and over, so that I knov
it all by heart, and it still seems that way. They felt|
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BRITISH PRESS COMBINE
;t‘l out of those h»voly siirroiiiidiiiji's oust a hanker a reported iiiillioii dollars. One fashionahle lady declined
fave unless she eoidd take along 20 pairs of shoes. Another tohl her liberators: "Send a battleship.”
INTERNATIONAL
The ruler. It is said that Prince Loui^,
above, sent a stand-in to the soup line.
k and rich—a center of international finance
—
* not lost on the Germans and Italians. The prin-
lity, they decided, could be used as a sort of
iing machine for drawing otf the resources of the
inent.
ow they went about realizing this ambitious
ject is illustrated by the hitherto untold story of
lan named Mendel—alias Michel—Skolnikoff,
xpatriate Russian whose modest Parisian tex-
business went broke in 1939.
ankruptcy, an end for some men, for Skolnikoff
just a beginning. Next year, hiiving become an
lal purchasing agent for the Wehrmacht, he had
11 new line of textiles and a lot of new customers.
941 he made his Riviera debut, complete with
Oman companion, Helene Sanson—of German
in—a dog named Peggy, and quantities of Vichy
sury bonds. After trying in vain to cash the
ds in Nice, he moved on down the coast to Mon-
where obviously— in view of what happened
[
— he had better luck.
.’hat happened next was that he plunged into a
The Mirabeau Hotel was his headquarters. "Pal-
ace ” is a better word, for the entertainment of visit-
ing dignitaries—Vichy, Nazi and Fascist—in the
Skolnikoff suite was truly royal. Helene Sanson
presided at the repasts, and the dog, Peggy, a nap-
kin tucked under her chin, sat at the table, gobbling
titbits with the guests.
Operating with seemingly inexhaustible funds
and, cannily, always through agents and intermedi-
aries—so that most of the time the stockholders of
his numerous companies had no idea who controlled
their money—the ex-textile merchant slowly ex-
tended his purchases beyond Monaco. In Nice he
bought the hotels Grand Palais, Palais, Donadei,
Plaza, Ruhl and Savoy; in Cannes, the Majestic
and Martinez; in Biarritz, the Carlton; in Aix-les-
Bains, the Grand.
A Gold-Plated Exit
AS the chain grew longer, it became clear that this
-ti- man and his associates were aiming at nothing
and for Italy’s friends, the Nazis. During the occu-
pation of the Riviera, his hotel was the only one in
Cannes given over wholly to the Germans, the beach
in front of it the only stretch of beach in the neigh-
borhood left unmined. It was there the supermen
did their swimming.
Along with Martinez in person, the Martinez
hotel also went to Skolnikoff, both at a price. Noth-
ing, perhaps, gives the measure of the Russian’s
success more simply than a remark of his Italian
colleague to the effect that he, too, as a result of this
happy association, had become a billionaire.
On leaving Monaco, Skolnikoff headed north.
But before he could get his hands on more than a
few chateaux and scattered hotels, a Belgian spin-
ning miU and sixty parcels of the choicest Parisian
real estate—including the Villa de Chatou, Chateau
d’Aze, Hotel de Paris and the Restaurant Viel—the
AUies invaded his preserve.
Martinez met the crisis by fleeing rather grandly
in a special SS car, bound for Northern Italy. He
has not been heard from since. Skolnikoff, Fraulein
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